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RESEARCH COURSE

Learn how to become an 
effective researcher and 

research mentor in our mini 
Canvas course.

bit.ly/researchenroll

Highlights of Research, Innovation, and Creativity at UT

 Office Location:  HCC 488
academics.utahtech.edu/ro

research@utahtech.edu

TRAILBLAZER SYMPOSIUM

The perfect opportunity to 
present your research is right 
here on campus during our 

annual Trailblazer Symposium 
that will be held on April 22, 

2023. Abstract submission due 
date is April 1st, 2023.

academics.utahtech.edu/ro/
symposium

One great way Utah Tech University promotes active 
learning and engagement is by encouraging faculty 

and student research through grants. For more 
information see links below:

academics.utahtech.edu/ro/student-grants

academics.utahtech.edu/ro/faculty-research-grants

STUDENT AND FACULTY GRANTS
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Thanks to a collaborative effort between Stanford University, Johns Hopkins University and Utah Tech University, five 

Utah Tech students spent this past summer at Stanford’s Cancer Research Center conducting medical research. Three other 

students traveled to Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, MD. “Summer internships provide an amazing opportunity for 

our students,” says Doug Sainsbury, Instructor of the Practice and Biotechnology Program Coordinator. “Past recipients have 

gone on to top graduate and medical schools because of their research experience at Stanford and Johns Hopkins.” Scan the 

QR code above to read about these students and their research.

SUMMER INTERNS

Follow the QR code 
or link below

to see full articles:

Brooklyn presented her Opioid Addiction 

Recovery model and two other papers at UCUR. 

One paper, addresses the demands for water on the Hoover 

and Glen Canyon Dams.  The other paper, addresses how 

individuals gain immunity from Dengue fever.

This is a brief overview of the many research 
and creative activities happening at UT.

WHO & WHAT?

 DiSalvo teamed with Associate Professor of 

Interdisciplinary Studies Nancy Ross to investigate 

the effects of ungrading using their own students. DiSalvo 

commented. “My experience is that students are harder 

on themselves than we are,” after examining that students 

consistently assigned themselves lower grades.

Participated in the Utah Tech NiRD Lab and led a 

team of student researchers investigating the effects 

of social media use on adolescents. According to the study, teens 

who actively post and reply to posts on social media tend to 

experience fewer negative effects than teens who simply scroll 

but never respond or post.

BROOKLYN PRICE

LAUREN DISALVO

bit.ly/FullArticles

  His research, published in the Journal of 

Experimental Biology, shows that iguanas that live 

on islands frequented by tourists who regularly feed them grapes 

are unable to regulate their blood glucose levels as well as those 

that live on more remote islands to which humans rarely venture.

With the help of grant funds, Bakelar is 

investigating virulence proteins from the pathogen 

that causes tuberculosis. The project includes BAM tb and a 

novel catalase enzyme discovered in tuberculosis. The article, 

“Plasticity Within the Barrel Domain of BamA Mediates a 

Hybrid-Barrel Mechanism by BAM” is his latest publication.

JEREMY BAKELAR GEOFF SMITH

MICHAEL BOKINSKIE

Stephen investigated suicidal behavior among 

college students in southern Utah. Their research 

shows that overall 33.4% of their Utah Tech sample had 

a suicidality score that exceeded the critical threshold for 

positive suicidal screening. Stephen was able to identify factors 

associated with both high and low risk of suicidality. 
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